
In some countries today, there is an attitude that "anyone can do it" in the arts- 
music, literature, acting, art, etc. As a result, people with no talent become rich and 
famous and genuine talent is not valued or appreciated. Do you agree or disagree?

It is obvious that genuine talent and smart people are always valued these days but in 
for some reasons they cannot represent it their aptitude. Throughout this essay I will 
give several considerations relating to my notion.

Everyone is considered talented,however the question is whether they can develop 
their potential. whether is talented-born or talented-trained the can’t show. It is 
because of cultural and financial poverty and financial poverty. As soon as they go are in 
the right from their place they can showed their talent.

On the other hand, there are we have some people who, because they have closer 
relationships with the boss or director, they got are in a strategic position. Todays some 
people, because of their technical knowledge, they can create their own movie and 
music without needing a lot of other musical instruments industry and also they can 
share it on social media. Therby becoming (Therefore, they become) famous without 
spending lots of money. By having a network we can easily get a job even though we do 
not have natural or genuine talent.

Every people one wants to be a famous artist because of the popularity and a huge 
salary. This leads to a complicated problem for in finding the true talents. It is true that 
everyone has their own luck and deserves to get the chance but it cannot be denied that 
for a particular job such as artistry they need special ability and capacity.

To sum up, to be a famous person, people should have the capability which can impress 
people. I disagree that people get that job only because of luck and no attempt to get 
the position. They should make every effort/spare no effort/have serious attempt to 
tackle their problems.


